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A. INTRODUCTION 

Stargas Introduction to these Responses: Stargas anticipates that the Joint Application covering the sale 
of its regulatory assets and operations to FEI is to be filed February 19th, 2021. Based on Stargas’ 
expectation that the parties, with Commission approval, will complete the transaction, the utility has, 
within this and earlier responses, provided undertakings with respect to expansion of or response to 
certain of Commission staff’s interrogatories where the time invested in doing so, warranted only 
following a determination to continue an independent operator of the distribution grid serving the Silver 
Star Mountain Resort community.  

Reference: INTRODUCTION 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 1.2; Exhibit B-2, section 5. i 
Amortization Expense 

In response to British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) Information Request (IR) 1.2, Stargas 
Utilities Ltd. (Stargas) explained that its revenue requirement, as approved by Order G-59-17, included 
amortization of $54,804.  

Stargas stated that this amount “included that computed on deferred accounts” as follows: deferred 
amortization - $11,770; and deferred interest charges - $4,741.  

In addition, Stargas stated “Amortization of the utility’s deferred account ($38,728) was included in each 
year end to May 31st, 2019 at which point, each of the three deferral accounts were fully amortized.” 
[Emphasis Added] 
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24.1 Please provide further detail with respect to the “deferred amortization” and “deferred interest 
charges” noted in the preamble above. Please include a breakdown of each and specify:  

i) The name of these two BCUC-approved deferral accounts, with the BCUC order number; 
and  

ii) The nature of the deferred amounts. 

Stargas response: BCUC Order G-164-09 cited as follows: “The Commission approves the Stargas 
requests to end the deferral of plant amortization and to amortize the balance of the previously 
deferred plant amortization and the interest accumulated on the deferred amortization over ten years 
effective June 1, 2009.” The deferral of plant amortization and the accrual of interest thereupon was 
authorized in BCUC Order-G-116-00 as follows; “The Commission approved the creation and 
maintenance of an interest-bearing deferral account to accumulate the amortization related to the 
Stargas capital assets”. 

The balances accumulated to the point at which amortization commenced $117,701 in deferred 
amortization and interest thereupon of $47,413. 

24.2 With respect to the third deferral account (that is, “the utility’s deferred account ($38,728)”), 
please provide the name of the BCUC-approved deferral account, the BCUC order number, and 
the nature of the account. 

Stargas Response: Amortization of the two deferral accounts (as described above was $11,771 & 
$4,741, a total of $16,512 in each of the ten years in which the two deferral accounts were to be fully 
amortized. The balance of the amortization ($54,804 - $16,512 = $38,292) was not that related to a 
deferral account (if referred to as such a misstatement) but rather amortization of the utility’s 
investment in its physical plant (a 40-year program). The $38,728 includes incremental amortization on 
additions to the plant.  

In the Supplementary Information, in section 5. i. Regulatory Accounts, Stargas provides the following 
table showing the activity in regulatory accounts approved by the BCUC.  

24.3 For clarity, please confirm that the regulatory accounts shown in the table in section 5. i. in the 
Supplementary Information differ from the three deferral accounts noted in response to BCUC 
IR 1.2.  

2016 Delivery Rate 2017 lnstallatlon 2018 Incident Shortfa ll • 

~ .l!iUulll awwm ~ .l!iUulll awwru .llLm. ~ awwru 

ll·M•1•17 G-59-17 503752 $41,450 G•14A-17 $0.0530 $9,395 G-159·18 

Interest 2,571 338 

Collected 112,886) ~ 
ll·M•1·l8 ..l.!:!lL ...1,!Q!_ 
Cost added $14,682 

Interes t 1,767 496 865 

Collech!d 117,350) ~ 
ll•Maj-19 ~ -2.lli..._ ~ 
Cost added 398 

lnteresl 1,124 406 1,146 

Collected 116,676) ~ 
ll•May-20 

__ so _ _ 
~ ~ 

Cost added 

Interest 96 439 

Cost excluded (8631 

Collected ~ 
ll·Oct-20 ~ ~ 

lnt.erat 126 1,205 

Collected ~ 
ll·O<t·21 ---1lli._ $17,872 
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24.3.1 If not confirmed, please explain and reconcile the deferred amounts in the response to 
BCUC IR 1.2 to the above table.  

Stargas response: Confirmed; the above table includes current deferral accounts and not those 
described in 24.1. 

B. TECHNICAL SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION COSTS 

Reference: ADMINISTRATION COSTS 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 3.2, 3.1; Exhibit B-1-1 (Application), p. 3 
Office Lease 

Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) allows home office expense deductions for sole proprietorships and 
partnerships1 and employees.2 The expenses that can be claimed are in the applicable sections on forms 
T21253 and T777,4 respectively. 

In response to BCUC IR 3.2, Stargas stated that it operates offices within each of Mr. Blumes’ and Mr. 
Iles’ homes. On page 3 of the Application, Stargas states it “determines that a lease of secondary office 
space (second story or similar) to accommodate a single 10 by 12 square foot office would have a cost 
approximating $520 monthly (triple net charges5 included) and submits that [this] amount [is] equitable 
compensation for the offices maintained in each of Stargas management homes.” 

In response BCUC IR 3.1, Stargas explained that 2021 forecast Office and Sundries is higher than 2017 
approved for a few reasons. In one of the reasons, Stargas stated:  

Within the $15,028 approved in 2017 was a monthly charge of $400 to cover incurred 
within our homes as recompense for costs incurred in administration and accounting 
within our homes – we do not charge Stargas for paper, postage, computer toner, nor 
others of an office’s expendables. Stargas, has, in the current application increased that 
estimate to $450 monthly based on the increased number of customers. [Emphasis 
added]

25.1 For each of Mr. Blumes and Mr. Iles, please provide a calculation of the estimated home office 
expense deduction that may be allowable by the CRA as a: 

a) Sole proprietor or partner; and  
b) Employee. 

Stargas response: Respectfully, the $450 included is not that contemplated within the CRA’s allowable 
deduction (whether proprietor or employee) but rather an estimate of what, in its stead, would be an 
actual detailing of Stargas’ costs incurred in out-of-pocket expenditures for office consumables and to 
include prorated sharing (based on relative use/space) of telephone, internet connections, heat, light 
and power but not insurance, property taxes and building maintenance as those triple net lease costs 
within Stargas’ inclusion of rent as a separate item.   

1 Retrieved from: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/businesses/topics/sole-
proprietorships-partnerships/report-business-income-expenses/completing-form-t2125/business-use-home-
expenses.html
2 Retrieved from: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/topics/about-your-tax-
return/tax-return/completing-a-tax-return/deductions-credits-expenses/line-229-other-employment-
expenses/work-space-home-expenses/expenses-can-claim.html
3 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/cra-arc/formspubs/pbg/t2125/t2125-19e.pdf
4 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/cra-arc/formspubs/pbg/t777/t777-20e.pdf
5 Triple net charges means “property tax, insurance and utility costs” as noted in Stargas’ response to BCUC IR 3.2.  

25.0 
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25.1.1 Please explain which of the two calculations provided above would apply to Mr. Blumes 
and Mr. Iles, respectively.  

Stargas response: As each of Mr. Blumes and Mr. Iles have equity stakes in CMI, each would, if the 
determination relevant, be addressed as partners.  

25.1.2 Please discuss the merits of using home office expense deductions which may be 
allowable by the CRA as an estimate for the forecast “Office Lease” and office expense 
portion of forecast “Office and Sundries” within the revenue requirement.  

Stargas response: Stargas has in the past, and in its current application determined (by estimate) the 
cost of consumables incurred in the operation of its offices in the homes of its two current providers of 
management services. We have included these estimates in each of our annual Stargas corporate tax 
returns and, implicitly by the absence of CRA challenging their inclusions, submit that the CRA has 
approved our estimates as legitimate deductions in the determination of Stargas’ taxable income. 
Stargas submits, therefore, the estimate of these costs within its revenue requirement consistent with 
the treatment (acceptance) afforded their claim in CRA processes.  

In response to BCUC IR 3.2, Stargas stated that estimated “triple net charges” for Mr. Blumes’ 1,840 
square foot home approximates $5,900 annually and that the dedicated office space within his home is 
72 square feet. Stargas stated, “assuming a similar allotment applicable in Mr. Iles’ home, triple net 
charges embedded in Stargas’ $520 monthly [office lease] estimate leave[s] the rent equivalent for the 
144 square feet used in each of their homes [to be] $466 monthly…” 

25.2 Given the following calculation, [72 square feet/1,840 square feet] x $5,900 per annum x 2 = 
$462 per annum, please confirm, or explain otherwise, that there is a typographical error in the 
preamble in that the “rent equivalent for the 144 square feet” is $466 per annum (not $466 per 
month).  

25.2.1 If confirmed, please discuss the merits of using the estimated “triple net charges” of 
$466 per annum as an estimate for the forecast “Office Lease” within the revenue 
requirement.  

Stargas response: Stargas was, as was stated, seeking to identify triple net costs included within its 
office lease cost ($260 per month per office in each of two homes) and determined that based on the 
costs incurred in Mr. Blumes’ home, that these costs were $466 per annum ($38.84 per month) to 
illustrate that the lease cost of $221.16 per month. Substituting $466 in Stargas’ revenue requirement 
would suggest Stargas entitled to recover only its triple net costs, but not the lease cost – both were 
included in BCUC Order G-66-12 and should, Stargas submits be included within its current revenue 
requirement.  

Reference: TECHNICAL SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION COSTS 
Exhibit B-8, BCUC IR 2.1; Exhibit B-7, SSPOA IR 10.1; Exhibit B-1-1, p. 2 
FEI Services – Technical  

In response to BCUC IR 2.1 of Exhibit B-8, Stargas provided copies of the contract and all extensions of 
the contract between the utility and an FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI).  

On page 2 of the Third Amending Agreement dated November 13, 2020, it states:  

8.1. Term – Subject to Section 8.2, this Agreement commences on the Commencement 
Date and expires at the earlier of the following times and dates, as applicable:  

(a) the Closing Time, as defined in an Executed Asset Purchase Agreement; or 

(b) 8:00 a.m. Local Time on the date that is 60 days after an Executed Asset 

26.0 
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Purchase Agreement is terminated pursuant to the terms therein; or  

(c) December 31, 2020. [Emphasis Added] 

26.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the above-noted term of the Third Amending 
Agreement indicates that the contract between Stargas and FEI has expired given that 
December 31, 2020 has now passed. 

Stargas response:  Stargas was not and is not now, without contractual continuity in the provision of its 
technical services; a copy of the latest extension is attached; in it, a specific termination date is not 
provided but rather the revision contemplates extension of technical services 90 days beyond the 
termination of the Asset Purchase Agreement or upon the completion of the purchase of Stargas 
regulatory assets and operations by FEI. 

On page 2 of the Application Stargas submits that FEI “…has agreed subject to the contemporaneous 
execution of an Asset Purchase Agreement between it and FEI (sic) to continue those service through to 
the completion of the sale transaction.” 

26.2 Please identify and provide supporting documentation for any current contractual obligations 
for the technical and administrative services provided by FEI and when those terms and 
conditions expire.   

Stargas response: Attached is a PDF copy of the “Extension of Technical Services dated for reference the 
30th day of December 2020” with termination as described in 26.1.    

In response to Silver Star Property Owner’s Association (SSPOA) IR 10.1, Stargas stated:  

In each of the alternatives sourced by the utility in place of a Fortis affiliate, Stargas was 
to understand that either would have the technical services necessary to the 
construction and operation of the grid but that all administrative services would need to 
be addressed within Stargas’ offices (those of CMI [CMI Holdings (1998) Inc.]). 

26.3 Please provide the estimated cost of technical services for “each of the alternatives sourced by 
the utility in place of a Fortis affiliate” and the basis for the estimate (e.g. vendor quote, other). 

Stargas response: Stargas would expect to conclude replacement technical services at a cost of $1.49 
per gjgajoule delivered as consistent with the amount in its current Fortis arrangement. Stargas, would 
require an undertaking in and from the replacement provider that it maintain and provide detailed 
records of time incurred and the cost of materials deployed through an initial three-year term, so that 
actual underlying costs be available for subsequent renewal of continuing services. Based on testing of 
its read conversion and billing software, CMI Holdings (1998) Inc. has estimated that its monthly cost in 
replacement of administrative services would have a cost of $3,000 to $3,500 (at its proposed 
management rates) and that, in addition, it would look to its technical service provider to maintain 
meter logs to meet the rotation and other meter management requirements at a further cost of $400 to 
$500 per month. The aggregate administrative costs, in the range of $3,400 to $4,000 month would 
provide a reduction of $500 to $900 per month from the current $4,500 paid Fortis.  

Exhibit B-8, BCUC IR 3.1 

Professional Fees Reference: TECHNICAL SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION COSTS 

In BCUC IR 3.1 of Exhibit B-8, Stargas was asked to confirm what the forecast professional fees are if 
Stargas were to continue independent operations. In response to that IR, Stargas stated:  
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Professional fees would continue to be incurred but on a reduced level – Stargas 
requiring continuing legal services in remediation and sustaining corporate filings and 
accounting services in the preparation of its annual corporate tax return – financial 
statements prepared internally by M. A. Blumes, CPA eliminating the cost of Review 
engagements on those. If continuing independent operations, KPMG will be re-engaged 
to provide that additional comfort on Stargas financial statements.  

26.4 For clarity, please specify the amount of forecast professional fees assuming that Stargas is to 
continue independent operations and provide a breakdown of the forecast.  

Stargas response: Stargas would, in continuing independent operations, secure the services of KPMG, 
CPAs’ in the annual review of its financial statements and preparation of its tax returns (T2, T5) at an 
estimated cost of $7,000, and the services of Davidson & Co. lawyers, in the maintenance of its 
corporate records at an estimated cost of $500.  

C. MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

Reference: MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 4.2, Exhibit B-1-1, p. 12 
CMI Holdings (1998) Inc. (CMI) Administration/Management Fees 

In response to BCUC IR 4.2, Stargas explained that it is seeking a retainer award of $1,200 within its  
management fee structure for Mr. Ken Fuhr, principal of Independent Energy Consultants Ltd. (ICE). 
Stargas stated that the retainer will facilitate assistance across a “wider scope of [Stargas’] operations” 
as Mr. Blumes seeks to, overtime, pass executive responsibilities to Mr. Iles.  

On page 12 of the Application, states that Mr. Ken Fuhr will serve on the Stargas’ Board of Directors.  

27.1 Please provide the forecast number of Board of Directors meetings and the length of these 
meetings. 

Stargas response: Stargas has not and will not ask Mr. Ken Fuhr to join its board unless and until the 
APA has been terminated and it resolved to carry on in independent operation. Should that be the case, 
Stargas would expect to convene three meetings annually (one in which to approve the annual financial 
statements, report to the Commission and forecast for the coming year; a second to review and approve 
the utility’s commodity purchase plan and customer acquisitions/capital expenditures and, a third, in 
April/May of each year to review winter operating results). Stargas anticipates each of the first two 
meetings would approximate three hours, the third, two hours.  

27.2 Please clarify what other Board of Directors costs, if any, are included in the revenue 
requirement and provide a reference to these costs. 

Stargas response: Time for current directors’ costs is included within the management budget as is the 
$1,200 annual cost of a retainer for Mr. Fuhr, within the requested revenue requirement.   

D. OTHER INCLUSIONS IN REVENUE REQUIREMENT 

Reference: OTHER INCLUSIONS IN REVENUE REQUIREMENT 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 8.1, 8.3; Exhibit B-1-1, p. 2 
Application to Recover Allowed but Undistributed Returns on Equity 

In response to BCUC IR 8.1, Stargas stated, “The $3,469 inclusion would, based on anticipated deliveries 
of 48,250 gigajoules accounts for $.073 of the proposed $4.59 delivery rate.” 

On page 2 of the Application, Stargas provides a table showing the breakdown of the proposed revenue 

27.0 

28.0 
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requirement and the calculation of the proposed $4.59 delivery rate.  

28.1 With reference to the table on page 2 of the Application, please indicate in which line item the 
$3,469 noted in response to BCUC IR 8.1 is included.  

In response to BCUC IR 8.3, Stargas submitted, “Had Interest on short-term borrowings been allowed 
June 1st, 2017 to October 31, 2020 Stargas would have had the opportunity to earn a fair return; 
burdened as was it by the exclusion of that interest, it did not, through that period have an opportunity 
to generate and distribute its allowed returns on equity.” 

28.2 Considering the response to BCUC IR 8.3 that “Had Interest on short-term borrowings been 
allowed June 1st, 2017 to October 31, 2020 Stargas would have had the opportunity to earn a 
fair return”, please discuss whether the request for approval to recover allowed but 
undistributed returns on equity and the request for approval of and interest deficient deferral 
account result in a duplicative recovery of return on rate base.  

Stargas Response: The following provided in Stargas’ response to IR. No. 1, 8.7; “Stargas submits that its 
request to recover annually, without interest, $3,469 over twenty years (having a present value of 
$45,100 – discounted at 4.16%, Stargas’ current WACD) is not duplicative but rather makes whole the 
shortfall that equitably would have been recovered had interest been included in BCUC G-157-12.” 

In its response to IR. No. 1, 8.6 Stargas noted the following: “As noted in Stargas’ response to 8.3.1 the 
absence for interest over the extended (20 year) term of its recovery will result in a shortfall (in 
economic returns) approximating $45,000.  

Stargas submits that, whether recovered as an inclusion in its valuation of sale (as is contemplated in the 
APA) or as recovered over a twenty-year period in continued independent operation without interest, 
the amount sought not duplicative but rather represents a correction to allow interest on the recovery 
of returns through the utility’s 2002-2006 fiscal years.   

E. RATE BASE 

Reference: ADDITIONS TO RATE BASE 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 9.1, 11.2 
Distribution Grid 

In response to BCUC IR 9.1, Stargas provided a table showing the details of its rate base, including rows 
as follows: 

In response to BCUC IR 11.2, Stargas stated, “Each of the installations in the current year will be 
in service in November 2020 (albeit 4 of those completed in the first and second week of 
November).” 

29.1 Please confirm whether the installations expected to be in service in November 2020 were 
captured in the Actual 31-Oct-20 or Forecast 31-Oct-21 column for distribution grid additions in 
the BCUC IR 9.1 table. 

29.0 

Forecast Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Forecast 

31-May-17 31-May-17 31-May-18 31-May-19 31-May-20 31-0ct-20 31-0ct-21 

Distribution Grid/Pipeline System 

Capital cost, beginning of year s 643,037 s 643,037 s 645,845 $ 645,845 692,338 s 724,654 $ 745,581 

Addltions/(Disposals) 2,808 46,493 32,287 20,927 ZZ.000 

Capital cost, end of year 643,037 645,845 64S,84S 692,338 724,62S 745,58 1 767,581 
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Stargas response: Stargas erred, its four November 2020 additions (past the utility’s October 31st, 2020 
fiscal year end) added at a cost of $5,170 ought to have been included in the total of those forecast in 
the fiscal year ended October 31st, 2021.  

Reference: ADDITIONS TO RATE BASE 
Exhibit B-1-1, p. 23; Exhibit B-2, p. 5; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 13.3, 13.4, 13.6; FEI Annual 
Review for 2020 to 2021 Rates proceeding, Exhibit B-2, p. 101 
Remediation 

On page 23 of the Application, Stargas states: 

On July 17, 2020, received and has finalized a 2-year License of Occupation from the 
Province of British Columbia providing for access to its gas lines on Crown land within 
the Controlled Recreation Area of Silver Star Mountain Resort… 

Within the two-year period of the License, Stargas will complete a survey (estimated at 
a cost of $20,000) and thereafter will be granted a Statutory Right of Way in perpetuity 
over the gas lines. 

In response to BCUC IR 13.3, Stargas stated, “Stargas, if continuing in independent operations, would 
complete the survey within the two-year window provided within the grant of the License of 
Occupation.” [Emphasis Added] 

In BCUC IR 13.4, Stargas was asked to explain whether the remediation capital additions to-date are 
used and useful to Stargas ratepayers prior to Stargas obtaining a Statutory Right-of-Way (SRW). In 
response to BCUC IR 13.4, Stargas stated: 

Stargas, as noted elsewhere, will on the completion of its sale transaction, facilitate 
meaningful reductions in the commodity costs (related to its transport to the Resort) 
passed on to Resort ratepayers that would not be available absent it having undertaken 
to perfect its access to its mains on Crown land. 

30.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that an SRW would be used and useful to Stargas and its 
customers if Stargas were to continue independent operations. 

Stargas response: Stargas recognizes that rights of way, easements (requisite authorities) for its mains 
within the Resort boundary have defects and that remediation of those necessary for the continuing 
secure operation of its distribution grid; safety is of paramount importance to Stargas and its ratepayers. 
The survey necessary to determine the exact location of lines on crown lands as was evidenced in a 
preliminary survey contacted on one of the crown leases upon which a future employee housing 
development is planned. In its conduct, it determined that the existing line must be relocated to allow 
for the planned future building.    

30.2 Please discuss the merits and/or prudency of completing the survey to be granted a SRW 
irrespective of whether Stargas is to continue independent operations. 

Stargas response: As was evidenced in the determination following survey of the single Crown parcel 
completed in the last weeks, it incumbent on the owner/operator of the utility to have and maintain 
documented/accurate mapping of all its lines. Stargas notes that, from its inception, Fortis (its 
predecessors, had (excepting an existing propane grid converted for natural gas) undertaken all of the 
planning and construction of Stargas’ distribution grid and, acknowledged within the APA (Clause 4.10) 
that it responsible for remedy of defects whether on Crown or freehold land. 

30.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the 2-year License of Occupation obtained by Stargas 

30.0 
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is presently used and useful to Stargas and its ratepayers. 

Stargas response: There a cost necessary to the acquisition of the utility’s access/authority to construct 
and operate its distribution grid within its service area – that cost ought properly to have been incurred 
in and with the original development of the distribution system within the Resort; it was not. Stargas 
submits that Its cost remains a justified inclusion in this/any utility’s rate base.   

On page 5 of Exhibit B-2, Stargas states, “Stargas amortizes its capital assets as follows;” “remediation, 
involving a further estimated $20,000 cost of survey, is to be amortized over 5 years when completed.” 

In response to BCUC IR 13.6, Stargas stated, “The grant of a Crown lease will, in perpetuity, secure the 
utility’s access to its mains.” 

30.4 Please provide justification for the proposed 5-year amortization period of the Crown lease, in 
accordance with Stargas’ amortization policy if the lease will be granted in perpetuity. 

In the FEI Annual Review for 2020 and 2021 Rates proceeding, FEI uses depreciation rates of 0 percent 
for distribution and transmission land rights.6

Stargas response: Stargas would accept inclusion of its land rights in rate base without amortization if so 
directed; it does, however, consider its proposed amortization over five years an equitable allocation of 
remediation costs whose attributes suggest that they not, as would they have been if incurred when the 
mains constructed, of continuing benefit to ratepayers. 

30.5 Please comment on the reasonableness of using a 0 percent depreciation rate for Stargas’ land 
rights. 

Stargas response: as discussed above; Stargas, considers remediation costs as differing in substance 
from costs incurred to acquire “land rights”. 

Reference: ADDITIONS TO RATE BASE 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 10.2, 14.2 
Read Conversion and Billing Software 

In response to BCUC IR 10.2, Stargas stated: 

Stargas amortizes its capital assets on a straight-line basis commencing with the 
completion of whatever the capital asset addition. As Stargas will test and refine its 
investment in software in advance of its implementation under continued independent 
operations (the sale not to have completed) will initiate amortization over 60 months in 
completing its November 2020 accounting. 

31.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that “Completion” of a capital asset addition refers to 
when the asset is placed in service. 

In BCUC IR 14.2, Stargas was asked to confirm whether the read conversion and billing software 
is used and useful to Stargas ratepayers at this time, and if not, whether it is likely to become 
used and useful within the test period. In response to BCUC IR 14.2, Stargas stated:  

6 FortisBC Energy Annual Review for 2020 and 2021 rates: 
https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2020/DOC_58939_B-2-FEI-Annual-Review-for-2020-2021-
Delivery-Rates-Materials.pdf, p.101

31.0 
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Stargas, in its pursuit of alternative provision of technical and administrative services (as 
FEI would not then have continued to provide same) expected to bring within its/CMI 
offices, conversion of reads and preparation and distribution of its monthly invoices. 

Stargas response: The financial model included within the current application developed to represent 
“continuing independent operations” and accordingly, reflected amortization of the software over 
twelve months. If the sale completes the system will have proven not to have been of use but useful. If 
the sale were not to complete, its absence would have been critical.  

31.2 Under present Stargas operating conditions, please confirm whether the read conversion and 
billing software is used and useful to Stargas and its ratepayers. 

Stargas response: Stargas accepts that under present conditions, it is neither used nor useful; that 
stated, can there be any doubt that its development necessary a requirement to ensure continuity of its 
administrative processes if in continued independent operations. 

31.3 Please explain why the Billing/Read software was added to rate base in the year ended May 31, 
2019, but no amortization has been recorded to-date. 

Stargas response: The software developed to a ensure a “raw” working template should its further 
development be undertaken to launch it actively. Accordingly, as noted above, amortization initiated in 
the test year based upon its representation of the utility’s continued independent operation. 

31.4 Please discuss whether Stargas’ proposals on the following would be consistent with Stargas’ 
amortization policy if the software is not used during the test period:  

i) include billing and read conversion software costs in rate base; and  

ii) begin amortization of the billing and read conversion software costs in the test year. 

Stargas response: i) Stargas submits that, as it a necessary precaution to ensure administrative 

continuity, inclusion in rate base warranted. ii) were it not to be used in the test period, amortization 

would not be appropriate – yet the test year model presented on the basis that it would be deployed – 

amortization while relying on continuing FortisBC administrative services for 90 days past the 

termination of the APA would requirement deployment of the software within the balance of the 

utility’s test year.  

 Working Capital Allowance 

Reference: WORKING CAPITAL ALLOWANCE 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 16.1–16.4; Exhibit B-1-1, p. 18; FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and 
FortisBC Inc. (FBC) (collectively FortisBC) Application for Approval of a Multi-Year Rate 
Plan for 2020 through 2024 proceeding, Exhibit B-1, p. D-32 
Working Capital Allowance 

On page D-32 of the Application in the FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and FortisBC Inc. (FBC) (collectively 
FortisBC) Application for Approval of a Multi-Year Rate Plan for 2020 through 2024 proceeding, FortisBC 
stated:  

Cash working capital is defined as the average amount of capital provided by investors 
in a company, over and above investments in plant and intangibles, to bridge the gap 
between the time expenditures are required to provide service and the time collections 
are received for that service. The periods are usually express in terms of lead or lag days, 
and are supported by a lead-lag study. The study recognizes that there are timing 
differences between when FEI And FBC provide a service and when they receive 

32.0 
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payment thereon (revenue lag), as well as the time between when they receive a service 
and subsequently make payment thereon (expense lead).

Stargas provided its forecast cash working capital allowance for the test year on page 18 of the 
Application and in the response to BCUC IR 16.1, respectively, as follows: 

In response to BCUC IR 16.1, Stargas stated that FortisBC administration costs are not included in the 
forecast cash working capital allowance because “in accordance with past practise all non-commodity 
operating costs are included at 1/8 of the annual budget therefore [sic].” 

32.1 Please reconcile the differences between the amounts circled in red above on page 18 of the 
Application and in response to BCUC IR 16.1 and address any mathematical inaccuracies or 
amounts which do not agree to the test year revenue requirement on page 2 of the Application. 

Stargas response:  Stargas developed the above at varied dates that, coincidentally, resulted in identical 
determinations of the allowance – the variants reflect updated estimates in the utility’s forecasts. 
Stargas’ determination of the portion of its working capital allowance related to commodity costs does 
not appear as an element in the test year requirement. Stargas included $20,659 in its required revenue 
rather than the $20,601 reflected in the determination of its working capital allowance – it the latter 
value that is understated but the $58 dollar difference immaterial.   

32.2 Please explain the nature of the Accounts Payable to FortisBC in the amount of $134,537 in the 
above calculations. Does this amount relate to technical services, administrative services, gas 
from FortisBC, or all the above?  

Stargas response: The $134,537 is the utility’s test year cost incurred under Fortis Rate 25 all of which is 
included in the determination of its commodity cost. 

32.2.1 To the extent that it relates to technical services, please discuss whether Stargas 
considers there may be overlap in the working capital allowance from Accounts Payable 
to FortisBC and non-gas Operations expenditures (which are the technical services to 
FEI) given that they both relate to Stargas’ expense lead. If not, please explain why not. 

Stargas response: There is no duplication as the above amount is an inclusion in the commodity cost 

App lication, page 18: Response to BUC IR 16.1: 

Da s Test Year Dail 0 / 5 
Gas cost Dm Ifi1..Yllr. Qa!!y_ 0/5 
recoveries 49.3 $366,979 $1,005 I $49.610 I Gas cost recoveries 49.3 $366,979 $1,005 $49,536 

Accounts payable Accounts payable 

- FortlsBC 25 ($134,537) ($369) ($9,215) • Fortls BC 25 ($134,537) ($369) ($9 ,215) 

• Shell 20 ($175,425) ($481) ($9,612) -Shell 20 ($175,425) ($481) ($9 ,612) 

($309,962) ($849) ($18,827) ($309,962) ($849) ($18,827 

$30,783 I $30,709 1 

Non- gas expendiMes Non- gas expenditures 

Operatlons $71,893 Operations S71,893 

Professional fees 7,225 Profess ion al fees 7,225 

Office and sundry I 20.6011 Office and sundry 20,601 1 

Insurance 11,5B8 Insurance 11,588 

Office lease 6,240 Office lease 6,240 

Management fees 66,743 Management fees 66,743 

Income tax 3,251 Income tax 3,119 1 

$187,540 $187,408 

BCUC allowed 1/8 I $23,442 BCUCallowed 1/8 $23,516 1 

Workin1 capital allowance $54,225 Working capita l allowance $54,225 
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incurred by it. 

32.3 Please explain why FortisBC administration costs are not considered a non-commodity operating 
cost. Is it because these costs are already captured in the Accounts Payable to Fortis of 
$134,537? Please explain.  

Stargas response: FortisBC administration costs are considered a non-commodity operating cost and, 
accordingly, are included in the revenue requirement ($4,500 X 12 = $54,000). 

32.4 Where required, please provided an amended detailed calculation of the forecast working 
capital allowance based on the responses to BCUC IRs above. 

Stargas response:  No change is required. 

F. REGULATORY ACCOUNTS 

Reference: REGULATORY ACCOUNTS 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 9.1, 11.3, 17.2; BCUC Order G-164-17 dated November 9, 2017, 
Appendix A, pp. 5, 13 
New Service Installation Regulatory Account 

Directive 3 of BCUC Order G-164-17 stated: 

3. Stargas is directed to establish a regulatory account to capture the incremental 
revenues and costs associated with new service installations added prior to November 
1, 2019 and to include its proposed disposition of this account as part of its next 
revenue requirements application, as outlined in the reasons for decisions attached as 
Appendix A to this order. 

In response to BCUC IR 9.1, Stargas provided a table including the following information: 

In response to BCUC IR 17.2, Stargas stated: 

Stargas had 290 customers May 31, 2017, added 4 accounts in the fiscal year ended May 
31, 2018, 32 in the year ended May 31, 2018, a further 24 in the period to May 31, 2020 
and an additional 20 to provide service to 370 customers at the onset of the test year (4 
added immediately thereafter). Assuming each of these ratepayers (all additions 
residential) drew the average annual residential consumption (73 gj’s) incremental 
revenue at $5.77 and the increment in operating costs at $1.49 per gj in each of those 
years 
- 2018 $1,683 revenue; cost $435 

- 2019 $13,478 revenue; cost $3,480 

33.0 

Forecast Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Forecast 

31-May-17 31-May-17 31-May-18 31-May-19 31-May-20 31-0ct-20 31-0ct-21 

Distribution Gri d/Pipeline System 

Capital cost, beginning of year s 643,037 s 643 ,037 s 645,845 s 645,845 s 692 ,338 s 724,654 s 745,581 

Addl!lons/!Dlsposals) 2,808 46,493 32,287 20,927 22 ,000 

Capital cost, end of year 643,037 645,845 645,845 692,338 724,625 745,581 767,581 
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- 2020 $10,109 revenue; cost $2,610 

- Current added ratepayers (at $4.59 per gj) $6,701; cost $2,175 

33.1 Please explain why Stargas shows no Distribution Grid additions in the year ended May 31, 2018 
in response to BCUC IR 9.1 but indicates that 4 accounts were added in the year ended May 31, 
2018 in response to BCUC IR 17.2. 

Stargas response: Stargas’, with respect to additions in the fiscal year ended May 31st, 2018 (those 
added in the summer/fall 2017 construction season) had not yet adopted a revision in its treatment of 
installation costs – the cost of accounts added in the year ended May 31, 2018 were billed to the joining 
ratepayers. 

33.2 Please confirm on what date Stargas made modifications to its accounting treatment for new 
residential and small commercial service installation costs as directed by BCUC Order G-164-17.1

Stargas ratepayers: Order G-164-17 applied effective with installations undertaken in the summer/fall 
2018 (fiscal May 31, 2019) period. 

33.3 Please fill out BCUC Staff Table 1 below for incremental revenue and costs associated with new 
service installations and include any additional revenues and costs, where required. 

Staff Table 1: Incremental Revenues and Costs from New Customer Additions 

Year 
ending 
May 31, 
20171

Year 
ending 
May 31, 
20181

Year ending 
May 31, 
2019 

Year ending 
May 31, 
2020 

May 31, 
2020 – Oct 
31 2020 

Customer Additions (year) 3 4 32 

Customer Additions 
(cumulative) 

3 7 39 26 21 

Rate Base Additions for New 
Customers (A) 

$0 $0 $46,495 $53,241 $32,387 

Service Line Installation Fees 
Collected (B) 

$6,600 $9,400 $0 $0 $0 

Net Rate Base Additions for 
New Customers (A – B)  

NIL Nil $46,495 $53,241 $32,387 

Average consumption for new 
customers (Stargas Note A) 

60 gj’s 60gj’s 60gj’s 

Revenue from New Customers’ 
Consumption (C)(Stargas Note 
B) 

$346 
delivery  

$346 
delivery & 
$180 basic 

$346 
deliver & 
$180 basic 

Incremental Variable Charge 
Paid to Service Contractor for 
New Customers (D) 

$89 $89 $89 

Incremental Administrative 
Costs for New Customers (E) 

$5 $5 $5 

Incremental Amortization from 
Net Rate Base Additions (F) 

$30 $51 $39 

Incremental Return on Net 
Rate Base Additions at 

$222 $391 $393 
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Weighted Average Cost of 
Capital (WACC) (G) 

Net Revenue from New 
Customers (C – D – E – F - G)

1 Please only include additions made after the changes to accounting treatment of customer additions 
ordered by BCUC Order G-164-17. 

Notes on Stargas Inclusions on the above table:  

A. Stargas reports provided by its contractor through the relevant periods did not, as had they in prior 

years, include readily accessible data summarizing monthly revenues by customer and accordingly, 

the 60 gj’s utilized in the estimate, not as definitive as would be required should Stargas continue in 

independent operations and be required to establish a regulatory account. Stargas undertakes to, 

should it continue in independent operation, to in the eight weeks following its determination to do 

so, supply an updated/corrected table upon which that regulatory account would be established. 

B. Where Stargas had, in its technical service contract required to increase to add $15 payable to its 

technical service provider for each new customer, it no longer bears an incremental cost on adding 

new customers. Accordingly, the contribution to net revenue, includes the annual basic charges 

added with each new customer. 

On page 13 of the reasons for decision accompanying Order G-164-17, the BCUC stated: 

The Panel finds a regulatory account to capture the incremental revenues and costs 
associated with new service installations added prior to November 1, 2019 is warranted. 
Stargas is directed to establish this account, the disposition of which will be determined 
in the next revenue requirements proceeding. 

33.4 Please propose a mechanism to return or collect from ratepayers the net incremental revenues 
and costs from new service installations from the effective date of the accounting treatment 
approved by Order G-164-17 to October 31, 2020. 

Stargas response:  Stargas submits that it practical to contemplate that mechanism only following a 
determination made to remain in independent operations and suggests that given the substantial 
likelihood that the sale is to complete (material benefit to all current Stargas ratepayers, coupled with 
attractive metrics to the acquirer, and minimal -almost negligible impacts to its ratepayers) that the time 
given to refining the above table and consideration of the appropriate accounting treatment deferred to 
a point at which the sale no longer an issue.  

In response to BCUC IR 11.3, Stargas stated, “Stargas has billed the $25 service line installation charge to 
its new customers; as the charge to cover administrative costs in handling coordinating the installation, 
that amount included within the utility’s sundry revenues (not capitalized in rate-base).” 

Page 5 of the reasons for decision accompanying Order G-164-17 state that “the Panel approves the $25 
service line installation charge and the inclusion of the Rate Base Installation Costs in rate base, net of 
the $25 service line installation charge, earning the Company’s WACC and amortized into rates over 40 
years.” 

33.5 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the total for service line installation charges provided 
in BCUC Staff Table 1 above have been included in Stargas’ sundry revenues. 

33.5.1 If confirmed, please clarify whether Stargas is seeking a variance to Order G-164-17 and 
discuss the rationale for any variance sought.  
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Stargas response: Stargas failed to recognize the requirement to include the $25 amount as a reduction 
of the amount included in rate base but submits that based on materiality, that no adjustment should be 
required with respect to prior reporting periods on the basis that in future independent operations it 
would follow the dictates cited in Order G-164-17. 

Reference: REGULATORY ACCOUNTS 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 18.1.1  
2018 Regulatory Account to Cover Incident Shortfall 

In response to BCUC IR 18.1.1, Stargas stated: 

Stargas would favor utilization of a rate rider with recovery over 12 or 24 months rather 
than recovery within delivery rates; its preference based on the utility having precedent 
in the use of regulatory accounts with related rate-rides so that its ratepayers familiar 
with that methodology. 

34.1 Please explain why Stargas does not consider it appropriate to recover the balance of the 2018 
regulatory account to cover incident shortfall in delivery rates. 

Stargas response: As noted, Stargas would prefer its historic precedent in dealing with regulatory 
account balance recoveries but has not considered it inappropriate to recover the balance in delivery 
rates. Should the determination to remain in independent operation, Stargas would accept recovery on 
whatever basis directed by the Commission.  

34.2 Please discuss whether Stargas prefers a 12 or 24 month recovery period for the 2018 
regulatory account to recover incident shortfall, if Stargas were to continue operation in the 
absence of an asset purchase agreement. 

Stargas response: Based on the relatively significant costs of delivery rate applications (when contrasted 
with recovery with interest by rate-rider) Stargas submits its relative size warrants consideration of 
whatever allowances are practical to minimize its regulatory interface. While the increment in whatever 
the delivery rate may not necessitate a new Application, ratepayers would see a change in the delivery 
rate in the monthly bills requiring explanation – when it certain that the Resort community remains 
familiar with the treatment of current regulatory account balances with related rate-rider. 

Reference: REGULATORY ACCOUNTS 
Exhibit B-7, SSPOA IR 14.3; Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 21.2 
Regulatory Account to Recover Application Costs 

In response to SSPOA IR 14.3, Stargas stated, “Stargas has carefully recorded the actual hours incurred 
and accepts that the Commission may, as did it in that earlier decision, reduce the amount incurred to a 
lesser amount recoverable from ratepayers.” 

In response to BCUC IR 21.2, Stargas stated, “The total of $38,458 was incurred prior to the test year as 
necessarily must it have been to provide a forecast within it.” 

35.1 Please explain what is meant by the statement “as necessarily must it have been to provide a 
forecast within it” in the above preamble.  

Stargas response: On reflection, the statement redundant as it readily understood that their costs (in 
this instance $38,458) incurred in preparing the document filed. 

35.2 For clarity, please confirm that there are no forecast costs for inclusion in the proposed 
Regulatory Account to Recover Application Costs.  

34.0 

35.0 
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35.2.1 If not confirmed, please provide a breakdown of the $38,458 by cost category and year 
between forecast and incurred costs.  

Stargas response: Confirmed; the costs within the $38,458 were largely management costs with modest 
travel disbursements incurred as detailed in the Application. 

35.2.2 If confirmed, please explain why the establishment of the proposed regulatory account 
would not result in retroactive ratemaking. 

Stargas response:  Stargas has and would expect to incur additional costs (for example, the time in 
preparing responses to this and earlier interrogatories (BCUC & SSPOA) and would seek to have those 
added to a Regulatory Account established to recover Stargas costs incurred to vary its current interim 
delivery rate of $5.77 per gigajoule. Stargas would expect to “true up” its actual costs in establishing 
both the quantum of the amount to be recovered and the recovery mechanism.  

 Reference: REGULATORY ACCOUNTS 
Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 22.1; Exhibit B-1-1, pp. 17, 33; BCUC Order G-59-17 dated April 27, 2017, Appendix A, p. 
21 
Interest Deficit Regulatory Account 

On page 33 of the Application, Stargas seeks to establish a regulatory account to recover an interest 
deficit of $18,005 incurred in the period June 1, 2017 to October 31, 2020. 

In response to BCUC IR 22.1, Stargas stated, “actual interest costs incurred ought to be allowed in 
place of a formula-based estimate that, as demonstrated, fails to estimate interest costs incurred.” 

In response to BCUC IR 22.2, Stargas stated:  

The Commission had, prior to its order G-59-17, allowed inclusion in Stargas’ revenue 
requirement of interest costs incurred on the utility’s short-term indebtedness; that 
inclusion allowed recoveries in revenues amounts consistent with actual costs being 
incurred. When denied, absent an accommodation within the determination to include 
short-term interest for an interim period, Stargas, with its investor’s concurrence, 
determined that it could not distribute allowed returns on its equity since to do so, the 
parent company would have had to increase its shareholder loans in an equivalent 
amount and in doing so, further exacerbate the shortfall between interest incurred and 
interest recovered in rates. [Emphasis Added] 

On page 17 of the Application, Stargas provides the calculation of its weighted average cost of debt 
(WACD) as follows:  

The following is Table 14 from page 21 of the reasons for decision accompanying Order G-59-17 and 
includes the calculation of Stargas’ fiscal 2017 WACD: 

illfg 
outstanding Rate Weight WACO 

Bank Debt - operating $159,901 3.70% 32.16% 1.19% 

Bank Debt - term $110,310 3.70% 22.19% 0.82% 

Shareholder loans $227,000 4.70% 45.65% 2.15% 

$497,211 4.16% 
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Table 14 – WACD calculation 

Amount101 Weight 
2017 Embedded 

cost102 WACD 

Operating line $110,929 24.6% 3.95% 1.0%

Long term debt 300,000 66.5% 3.95% 2.6%

Shareholder loans 40,000 8.9% 4.50% 0.4%

$450,929 100.0% 4.0%

35.3 Please provide a breakdown of the actual interest cost, actual interest rate and average 
outstanding balance for each of Operating line, long term debt and shareholder loans for 2017, 
2018, 2019 and 2020.   

Stargas response: 

Year Year Year Year 5 mths

2017 2018 2019 2020 2020

Operating - average balance o/s $122,000 $138,000 $140,000 $135,000 $128,000

Interest paid $5,617 $6,271 $7,687 $7,039 $2,065

Rate indicated 4.6% 4.5% 5.5% 5.2% 3.9%

Term loan - average balance o/s $244,000 $254,000 $204,000 $154,000 $119,000

Interest paid $9,362 $11,549 $10,439 $7,324 $2,309

Rate indicated 3.8% 4.5% 5.1% 4.8% 4.7%

Shareholder - average balance o/s $54,000 $77,000 $61,000 $123,000 $142,000

Interest paid $2,366 $3,627 $3,336 $6,410 $2,007

Rate indicated 4.4% 4.7% 5.5% 5.2% 3.4%

35.4 Please clarify how short-term interest has not been accommodated in Stargas’ revenue 
requirement given that the WACD includes the interest on the Stargas’ bank operating loan.  

Stargas response: While the calculation used to determine WACD includes interest on the utility’s 
operating bank loan, the determination of the amount of interest allowed within Stargas’ required 
revenue is based on 57.5% of its Rate base times its WACD and that amount, as reported within the 
Application, falls short of the aggregate interest costs incurred by Stargas. As Stargas able to report and 
provide (as was included in the Application) actual rather than estimated interest cost funding its capital 
assets and operations included/approved within its regulatory model, it submits that the shortfall 
between that allowed based on the conventional model and incurred ought to be recoverable.   

35.5 Please clarify whether Stargas is seeking any alternative treatment for interest costs during the 
test period, including alternatives to the conventional model approved by Order G-59-17 or 
deferral account treatment for future variances between forecast and actual interest rates. If 
yes, please provide details of the specific request and the rationale.  

Stargas response:  Stargas is not seeking alternative treatment for interest costs as it, by withholding 
distribution of allowed equity returns in the period to October 31st, 2020, was able to largely eliminate 
the discrepancy between the amount of allowed interest calculated in the conventional model and that 
incurred funding its capital expenditures and operations.  
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THIS FOURTH AMENDING AGREEMENT dated for reference the 30111 day of December, 2020. 

BETWEEN: 

AND: 

Background 

STARGAS UTILffiES LTD., a company incorporated under 
the laws of the Province of British Columbia, having its 
registered office at 3009 - 28111 Street, Vernon, British 
Columbia, V1T 427 ("SG") 

FORTISBC ENERGY INC., a company incorporated under 
the laws of the Province of British Columbia, having an 
address at 16705 Fraser Highway, Surrey, BC, V4N DEB 
("FEI") 

A. SG and FEI are parties to a Utility Services Agreement dated November 1, 2019 (the 
"Original Agreement"); 

B. The parties amended the Original Agreement by a first amending agreement dated April 
9, 2020 (the "First Amending Agreement"),a second amending agreement dated October 
19, 2020 (the "Second Amending Agreement"), and a third amending agreement dated 
November 13, 2020 (the "Third Amending Agreement"); and 

C. The parties wish to further amend the Original Agreement as set out herein. 

Terms of Agreement 

In consideration of the premises and the covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement, 
the parties agree with each other as follows: 

1. The words and phrases used in this Agreement that are defined in the Original Agreement shall 
have the meanings ascribed to them in the Original Agreement, provided that if there is any 
conflict between such definitions and definitions set out in this Agreement, the definitions set out 
in this Agreement shall take precedence. 
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2. Reference to the Original Agreement includes amendments thereto from time to time, 
including the amendments made by the First Amending Agreement, the Second Amending 
Agreement, and the Third Amending Agreement. 

3. Section 8.1 of the Original Agreement is and shall be deemed to be modified and amended 
to read as follows: 

8.1 Term - Subject to Section 8.2, this Agreement commences on the Commencement Date 
and expires at the ear1ier of the following times and dates, as applicable: 

(a) the Closing lime, as defined in an Executed Asset Purchase Agreement; or 

(b) 8:00 a.m. Local lime on the date that is 90 days after an Executed Asset Purchase 
Agreement is terminated pursuant to the terms therein. 

(the "Term;. 

4. Except as specifically amended herein, the parties to this Agreement hereby affirm the 
Original Agreement. 

5. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and all such counterparts taken 
together will be deemed to constitute one and the same instrument and may be delivered by 
facsimile or eledronic copy. 

[signature page follows] 
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AS EVIDENCE OF THEIR AGREEMENT, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the 
date and year first above written. 

By:_ 

Title: Director 

I/We have authority to bind the corporation 

FORTISBC ENERGY INC. 

By:_--------
Name: 
Title 

I/We have authority to bind the corporation 



AS EV1DENCE OF THEIR AGREEMENT, the parties ha executed . A01eentent as 

date and year first above written. 

STARGAS UTILITIES LTD. 

By: ______ _ 

ame: orfey Blumes 

Title: Director 

I.Nie have authority to bind the corporation 

Name:~'<o-- ; 

Trtfe -;-, -
/ h ~c:1"0~ U!ffc;V ~ J/7' "C) 

I/We. have authority to btnd the corporation 




